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About This Game

Unreal Heroes

is a 2D game inspired by strike force heroes and built on unreal engine 4.

This game only have deathmatch mode at the moment but he will receive few major update after his release with new game
mods , characthers,levels and weapons.
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Title: Unreal Heroes
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
OxPrime Studio
Publisher:
OxPrime Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 480, Radeon 4870

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space
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this is bad, first time i saw this is good, but the bad news is.... all people know this is for "one" character from "all" your
character in your ID. if you buy this, and your character reach lv70, this package will be useless. remember one character for 1
ID. and the very very bad news. you cant buy this package anymore if you already buy this for your "one"of all your character..
The port runs well for my old laptop so no complaints in that department. Definetely worth a shot for dungeon crawlers and
spooks out there. Bloody good game tho. Will recommend playing on normal difficulty for first-timers.. This game had high
hopes when i bought it in 2015 and it looked very promising then it just stopped no updates or patches it died plane and simple
to everyone DO NOT BUY THIS ITS DEAD TO NEVER BE FINISHED AGAIN. A satisfying sim game that reminded me of
the most recent Settlers, but with a wacky set of aliens and sense of humor. So far pretty casual as there are not alot of ways to
develope your village, but its more refinement than abscence of features. and new options continue to open as i play on..  Upu...
Upupupu~

Arguably one of the best visual novel series out there! If you like VN's, puzzles, murder mysteries, death games and fantastic
writing that will leave you stunned days after finishing it, then this series is for you. Comes with crazy over the top characters that
are impossible not to enjoy and a brilliant soundtrack that really captures the spirit of the game.

If you're looking for new series to grab you, there's not many better choices than Danganronpa.

Highly recommend to play with JP voices, you have to read either way and the EN VA's are pretty awful in comparison and ruin a
lot of the characters.. its so good
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Just nice interview. I have to say, this is my favorite out of all of the Luxor games. The neon colors, effects, and boss levels are a
nice addition. Can't forget the achievements too. This is def a must have for anyone who enjoyed the previous installments..
Great Game, I loved it! Great Game to play from time to time.. It's a nice little game. Imagine that you are some kind of
Robinson Crusoe in the future, and you have to survive by gathering resources and experimenting. The only shortcoming
Breached has is that it is very short, it feels like it is a tech demo for a bigger game. So I wouldn't advice buying it for full price,
wait when it is on sale. Then you certainly won't regret it.. To be completly honest I loved the game when I was getting
destroyed but when push came to shove I streamed and had a ball of how fun it was and when I beat it I actually didnt beleive
the devs when they said 10 levels and I actually want more to play but for 20$? a bit to much I mean 10 would be nice but for
20$? I want to see updates! I mean the game is gloruis and can be unforgiving at times but that is how it works of how it all
revolves around your skill and trying to avoid birds that bombard you and stun you some things will also have sound ques and
you will need those for certain things or a close eye but above all else as I said I loved the hell out of it and want to see it grow..
The Demon is Too OP But so it a little unfair for humans but you have a great time as a demon :P
. This dlc adds a lot of loot for your heroes (33 new items).
Do you really need all that loot? No. It Isn't a game changer in any way.

But if you play the game a lot it gives your heroes more diversity and that's always a nice thing in this kind of games.. Overall
this is a good game, A mix between core structure of classic Castlevania and movement of megaman X. Sometime it feel a little
bit repetition but it's not neccessary grinding especially if you want some think challenge.

This is a good action rougerlike for a quick play. Should pick it, especially for discount price. I feel semi bad leaving a bad
review, simply because it has potential, if only certain things were done away with and others fixed.

The good:

The voice acting
The character profiles and writing
The concept (stop a bomb from blowing up and destroying everything within a 10 mile radius!)

The bad:

The gameplay. You move around slowly with nothing more than WASD. There are 0 other controls in the entire game. Not even
an action key or anything.
The story. There really isn't much of one.

The ugly:

The rendering world. Honestly I don't understand how anybody thought it was a good idea to have the walls of the levels load in
and out like some sort of GIF image on repeat. The walls literally don't even load until you get next to them, so you have no idea
which way you are or are not going. You play on a huge square grid, and it looks wide open and empty until you get within 1
foot of an area and the walls load. It's absolutely ridiculous. Just look at the trailer, and you'll see exactly what I mean. It's
terrible. It's horrible. It's just so bad. I don't know how that ever made it here.

Look, it's a cool idea that was executed poorly. It's just not very fun, and in its current state not worth your time or money. Look
elsewhere friends.. This game looks and plays great. There could always be more content but it's def one of the best sports
games on the vive.
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